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Free reading The travels of marco polo milton
rugoff (Read Only)
the voyages of marco polo is a 13th century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by
italian explorer marco polo describing polo s travels through asia between 1271 and 1295 and his experiences at
the court of kublai khan the travels is divided into four books book one describes the lands of the middle east and
central asia that marco encountered on his way to china book two describes china and the court of kublai khan
book three describes some of the coastal regions of the east japan india sri lanka south east asia and the east coast
of africa book four describes some of the then recent wars among the mongols and some of the regions of the far
north like russia polo s writings included descriptions of cannibals and spice growers marco polo s account of his
journey throughout the east in the thirteenth century was one of the earliest european travel narratives and it
remains the most important the merchant traveler from venice the first to cross the entire continent of asia
provided us with accurate descriptions of life in china tibet india and a hundred other lands and recorded customs
natural history strange sights historical legends and much more from the dazzling courts of kublai khan to the
perilous deserts of persia no book contains a richer magazine of marvels than the travels this edition selected and
edited by the great scholar manuel komroff also features the classic and stylistically brilliant marsden translation
revised and corrected as well as komroff s introduction to the 1926 edition the travels of marco polo is a 13th
century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by italian explorer marco polo describing
polo s travels through asia between 1271 and 1295 and his experiences at the court of kublai khan the travels is
divided into four books book one describes the lands of the middle east and central asia that marco encountered on
his way to china book two describes china and the court of kublai khan book three describes some of the coastal
regions of the east japan india sri lanka south east asia and the east coast of africa book four describes some of the
then recent wars among the mongols and some of the regions of the far north like russia polo s writings included
descriptions of cannibals and spice growers a vast treasury of invaluable observations on the peoples and
geography of the near east and asia in the 13th century detailed descriptions of cities customs laws crops animals
politicals more volume 1 of 2 volume set one of the greatest books of all time a vast treasury of invaluable
observations on the peoples and geography of the near east and asia in the 13th century detailed descriptions of
cities customs laws crops animals political systems much more 200 illustrations 32 maps and site plans his journey
through the east began in 1271 when still a teenager he set out of venice and found himself traversing the most
exotic countries his acceptance into the court of the great emperor kublai khan and his service to the vast and
dazzling mongol empire led him to places as far away as tibet and burma lands rich with gems and gold and silk but
virtually unknown to europeans later as a prisoner of war marco polo would record the details of his remarkable
travels across harsh deserts great mountain ranges and dangerous seas as well as of his encounters with beasts
and birds plants and people his amazing chronicle is both fascinating and awe inspiring and still serves as the most
vivid depiction of the mysterious east in the middle ages edited and with an introduction by milton rugoff and an
afterword by howard mittelmark reproduction of the original marco polo s vivid descriptions of the splendid cities
and people he encountered on his journey along the silk road through the middle east south asia and china opened
a window for his western readers onto the fascinations of the east and continued to grow in popularity over the
succeeding centuries to a contemporary audience his colorful stories and above all his breathtaking description of
the court of the great kublai khan mongol emperor of china offer dazzling portraits of worlds long gone history and
travels of marco polo the venetian adventurer marco polo traveled from europe to asia in the late thirteenth
century as immortalised in his seminal work of travel literature it describes polo s assorted travels throughout asia
and his experiences in the sumptuous court of kublai khan composed at a time when very little was known about
the far east polo s account opened new vistas to the european mind allowing western horizons to expand his
description of japan set a definite goal for christopher columbus in his journey of 1492 while polo s detailed
discoveries of spices encouraged western merchants to seek new sources and break trading monopolies the wealth
of geographic information recorded by polo was widely used in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries fuelling an
era of great european discoveries delphi s medieval library provides ereaders with rare and precious works of the
middle ages with noted english translations and the original texts this ebook presents marco polo s complete text
with illustrations an informative introduction and the usual delphi bonus material version 1 beautifully illustrated
with images relating to polo s life and adventures features the complete extant works of marco polo in both english
translation and giovanni battista ramusio s original italian text the complete yule cordier 1903 translation with
hundreds of illustrations and footnotes concise introduction to the text superior formatting easily locate the sections
you want to read with individual contents tables features four bonus biographies discover polo s medieval world
contents the translation brief introduction to marco polo the travels of marco polo c 1300 the original text the
italian text the biographies marco polo 1832 by james augustus st john sir marco polo the venetian and his travels
in asia 1893 by w h davenport adams marco polo 1904 by john h haaren marco polo 1911 by henry yule and
charles raymond beazley recounts marco polo s life and his travels and explorations of asia entrusted with the task
of preparing a new italian edition of marco polo benedetto discovered many unknown manuscripts he carefully
edited the most famous of the manuscripts and collated it with the other best known ones marco polo almost the
first european man to reach the wonderful world of east asia the travels of marco polo is a 13th century travelogue
written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by marco polo when they where emprisoned together in genoa
describing polo s travels through asia persia china and indonesia between 1276 and 1291 and his experiences
became at the court of the mongol leader kublai khan excerpt from the story of marco polo the story of marco polo
and his companions is one of the most romantic and interesting of mediæval or of modern times the manner of the
return of the polos long after they had been given up for dead the subsequent adventures of marco polo the
incredulity with which his book of travels was received the gradual and slow confirmation of the truth of his reports
as later explorations penetrated the mysterious orient and the fact that he may be justly regarded as the founder of
the geography of asia have all combined to give to his narrative a certain fascination with which no other story of
travel has been invested at first read for pure amusement marco polo s book eventually became an authoritative
account of regions of the earth which were almost wholly unknown to europe up to his time and some portions of
which even now remain unexplored by western travellers about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
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original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works book of the marvels of the world or description of the world in italian il milione the million or oriente
poliano and in english commonly called the travels of marco polo is a 13th century travelogue written down by
rustichello da pisa from stories told by marco polo describing polo s travels through asia between 1276 and 1291
and his experiences at the court of kublai khan the book was written in old french by romance writer rustichello da
pisa who worked from accounts which he had heard from marco polo when they were imprisoned together in genoa
from the beginning there has been incredulity over polo s sometimes fabulous stories as well as a scholarly debate
in recent times some have questioned whether marco had actually traveled to china or was just repeating stories
that he had heard from other travelers this book tells about marco polo s travels the people places and sights he
saw and what was happening elsewhere in the world at that time excerpt from the story of marco polo in this little
book the author and compiler has endeavoured to give a connected account of the travels of marco polo for the
entertainment and instruction of young readers with the hope that maturer minds may find therein a
comprehensive and intelligible summary of the most valuable and trustworthy parts of the said book as far as
possible he has allowed the traveller to speak for himself refraining from that fashion of condensation which
suppresses the original author and gives the reader only a narration which has been coloured by its passage
through the mind of an editor in his comments on the text of marco polo the author has made use of the erudite
notes of colonel henry yule c b whose admirable trans lation of the book of ser marco polo the venetian john murray
london 1871 has been about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works marco polo the first
european to travel to china and return to write about his adventures was born in venice in 1254 marco s father had
left on a journey to asia before the boy was born marco did not see his father and uncle niccolo and maffeo polo
until fifteen years later in 1271 the three polos left venice and headed for the court of kublai khan in eastern china
the journey took them more than three years they arrived in 1275 marco polo became a favorite of the great khan
and was sent on important missions all over the mongol empire marco and his father and uncle served kublai khan
for 17 years when they returned to venice in 1295 marco became the captain of a merchant ship and was captured
and imprisoned in genoa while in prison he and another prisoner who was a writer of romances wrote the story of
marco polo s adventures the travels of marco polo volume i from marco polo italian merchant traveller from venice
1254 1324 marco polo almost the first european man to reach the wonderful world of east asia the travels of marco
polo is a 13th century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by marco polo when they
where emprisoned together in genoa describing polo s travels through asia persia china and indonesia between
1276 and 1291 and his experiences became at the court of the mongol leader kublai khan marco polo was 17 the
first time he saw his father soon after he joined his father and uncle on a trip from marco s hometown of venice
italy to china in the 1200s that journey took several years and the three travelers faced many hazards once he
arrived marco impressed the country s powerful leader kublai khan enough to become an ambassador and
governor he spent years crisscrossing china then known as cathay in the khan s service he finally returned home
but a few years later he was imprisoned during a conflict between venice and genoa during his imprisonment he
wrote a book that described places and sights few europeans knew even existed and changed their view of the
world forever marco polo was twenty when he reached china in 1274 he spent another seventeen years living and
working directly for kublai khan genghis khan s grandson and the first emperor of the yuan dynasty it was
customary for senior imperial officials to live in households with several wives was marco polo any different or was
he living in celibacy while in china after the battle of hattin where salahadin the sultan of syria defeated the
christian army he conquered jerusalem many treasures from jerusalem were sent to the ruler of islam caliph of
baghdad where they were placed in the famous treasure tower there is no surprise that kublai khan enjoyed the
company of christians his mother sorkaktani was a christian she had a profound influence on her four sons career
within mongol elites especially on kublai and hulagu kublai conquered and united china and was elected the great
khan of the mongol empire while hulagu conquered persia and the islamic caliphate with its capital baghdad what
happened to the treasures of baghdad after the city was conquered by the mongols this is the quest that alex and
nicole philipson embark on when they come to the possession of an old chinese parchment written in latin they
think the riddles in the parchment will lead them to genghis khan s tomb in fact it will lead them to unexpected and
astonishing discoveries rustichello da pisa was an italian romance writer best known for cowriting marco polo s
autobiography while they were in prison together in genoa marco polo september 15 1254 january 8 9 1324 was a
venetian merchant traveller whose travels are recorded in livres des merveilles du monde book of the marvels of
the world also known as the travels of marco polo c 1300 a book that introduced europeans to central asia and
china



The Travels of Marco Polo 1845
the voyages of marco polo is a 13th century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by
italian explorer marco polo describing polo s travels through asia between 1271 and 1295 and his experiences at
the court of kublai khan the travels is divided into four books book one describes the lands of the middle east and
central asia that marco encountered on his way to china book two describes china and the court of kublai khan
book three describes some of the coastal regions of the east japan india sri lanka south east asia and the east coast
of africa book four describes some of the then recent wars among the mongols and some of the regions of the far
north like russia polo s writings included descriptions of cannibals and spice growers

The Travels of Marco Polo 1854
marco polo s account of his journey throughout the east in the thirteenth century was one of the earliest european
travel narratives and it remains the most important the merchant traveler from venice the first to cross the entire
continent of asia provided us with accurate descriptions of life in china tibet india and a hundred other lands and
recorded customs natural history strange sights historical legends and much more from the dazzling courts of
kublai khan to the perilous deserts of persia no book contains a richer magazine of marvels than the travels this
edition selected and edited by the great scholar manuel komroff also features the classic and stylistically brilliant
marsden translation revised and corrected as well as komroff s introduction to the 1926 edition

The Story of Marco Polo 1897
the travels of marco polo is a 13th century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by italian
explorer marco polo describing polo s travels through asia between 1271 and 1295 and his experiences at the court
of kublai khan the travels is divided into four books book one describes the lands of the middle east and central asia
that marco encountered on his way to china book two describes china and the court of kublai khan book three
describes some of the coastal regions of the east japan india sri lanka south east asia and the east coast of africa
book four describes some of the then recent wars among the mongols and some of the regions of the far north like
russia polo s writings included descriptions of cannibals and spice growers

The Voyages of Marco Polo 2021-05-07
a vast treasury of invaluable observations on the peoples and geography of the near east and asia in the 13th
century detailed descriptions of cities customs laws crops animals politicals more

The Travels of Marco Polo 2012-08-29
volume 1 of 2 volume set one of the greatest books of all time a vast treasury of invaluable observations on the
peoples and geography of the near east and asia in the 13th century detailed descriptions of cities customs laws
crops animals political systems much more 200 illustrations 32 maps and site plans

The Travels of Marco Polo, a Venetian, in the Thirteenth Century
1818
his journey through the east began in 1271 when still a teenager he set out of venice and found himself traversing
the most exotic countries his acceptance into the court of the great emperor kublai khan and his service to the vast
and dazzling mongol empire led him to places as far away as tibet and burma lands rich with gems and gold and
silk but virtually unknown to europeans later as a prisoner of war marco polo would record the details of his
remarkable travels across harsh deserts great mountain ranges and dangerous seas as well as of his encounters
with beasts and birds plants and people his amazing chronicle is both fascinating and awe inspiring and still serves
as the most vivid depiction of the mysterious east in the middle ages edited and with an introduction by milton
rugoff and an afterword by howard mittelmark

The Travels of Marco Polo 2001
reproduction of the original

The Travels of Marco Polo (Vol. 1&2) 2023-12-16
marco polo s vivid descriptions of the splendid cities and people he encountered on his journey along the silk road
through the middle east south asia and china opened a window for his western readers onto the fascinations of the
east and continued to grow in popularity over the succeeding centuries to a contemporary audience his colorful
stories and above all his breathtaking description of the court of the great kublai khan mongol emperor of china
offer dazzling portraits of worlds long gone

The Travels of Marco Polo 1993-01-01
history and travels of marco polo

The Travels of Marco Polo 1993-01-01
the venetian adventurer marco polo traveled from europe to asia in the late thirteenth century as immortalised in
his seminal work of travel literature it describes polo s assorted travels throughout asia and his experiences in the
sumptuous court of kublai khan composed at a time when very little was known about the far east polo s account



opened new vistas to the european mind allowing western horizons to expand his description of japan set a definite
goal for christopher columbus in his journey of 1492 while polo s detailed discoveries of spices encouraged western
merchants to seek new sources and break trading monopolies the wealth of geographic information recorded by
polo was widely used in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries fuelling an era of great european discoveries
delphi s medieval library provides ereaders with rare and precious works of the middle ages with noted english
translations and the original texts this ebook presents marco polo s complete text with illustrations an informative
introduction and the usual delphi bonus material version 1 beautifully illustrated with images relating to polo s life
and adventures features the complete extant works of marco polo in both english translation and giovanni battista
ramusio s original italian text the complete yule cordier 1903 translation with hundreds of illustrations and
footnotes concise introduction to the text superior formatting easily locate the sections you want to read with
individual contents tables features four bonus biographies discover polo s medieval world contents the translation
brief introduction to marco polo the travels of marco polo c 1300 the original text the italian text the biographies
marco polo 1832 by james augustus st john sir marco polo the venetian and his travels in asia 1893 by w h
davenport adams marco polo 1904 by john h haaren marco polo 1911 by henry yule and charles raymond beazley

The Travels of Marco Polo, Volume 1 2004-10-05
recounts marco polo s life and his travels and explorations of asia

Travels of Marco Polo 2018-01-02
entrusted with the task of preparing a new italian edition of marco polo benedetto discovered many unknown
manuscripts he carefully edited the most famous of the manuscripts and collated it with the other best known ones

The Travels of Marco Polo 1948
marco polo almost the first european man to reach the wonderful world of east asia the travels of marco polo is a
13th century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by marco polo when they where
emprisoned together in genoa describing polo s travels through asia persia china and indonesia between 1276 and
1291 and his experiences became at the court of the mongol leader kublai khan

The Travels of Marco Polo, the Venetian 1995
excerpt from the story of marco polo the story of marco polo and his companions is one of the most romantic and
interesting of mediæval or of modern times the manner of the return of the polos long after they had been given up
for dead the subsequent adventures of marco polo the incredulity with which his book of travels was received the
gradual and slow confirmation of the truth of his reports as later explorations penetrated the mysterious orient and
the fact that he may be justly regarded as the founder of the geography of asia have all combined to give to his
narrative a certain fascination with which no other story of travel has been invested at first read for pure
amusement marco polo s book eventually became an authoritative account of regions of the earth which were
almost wholly unknown to europe up to his time and some portions of which even now remain unexplored by
western travellers about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Travels of Marco Polo 1913
book of the marvels of the world or description of the world in italian il milione the million or oriente poliano and in
english commonly called the travels of marco polo is a 13th century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa
from stories told by marco polo describing polo s travels through asia between 1276 and 1291 and his experiences
at the court of kublai khan the book was written in old french by romance writer rustichello da pisa who worked
from accounts which he had heard from marco polo when they were imprisoned together in genoa from the
beginning there has been incredulity over polo s sometimes fabulous stories as well as a scholarly debate in recent
times some have questioned whether marco had actually traveled to china or was just repeating stories that he had
heard from other travelers

The Story of Marco Polo 2024-03-02
this book tells about marco polo s travels the people places and sights he saw and what was happening elsewhere
in the world at that time

The Travels of Marco Polo (Illustrated) 2012
excerpt from the story of marco polo in this little book the author and compiler has endeavoured to give a
connected account of the travels of marco polo for the entertainment and instruction of young readers with the
hope that maturer minds may find therein a comprehensive and intelligible summary of the most valuable and
trustworthy parts of the said book as far as possible he has allowed the traveller to speak for himself refraining from
that fashion of condensation which suppresses the original author and gives the reader only a narration which has
been coloured by its passage through the mind of an editor in his comments on the text of marco polo the author
has made use of the erudite notes of colonel henry yule c b whose admirable trans lation of the book of ser marco
polo the venetian john murray london 1871 has been about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important



historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

The Adventures of Marco Polo 1818
marco polo the first european to travel to china and return to write about his adventures was born in venice in 1254
marco s father had left on a journey to asia before the boy was born marco did not see his father and uncle niccolo
and maffeo polo until fifteen years later in 1271 the three polos left venice and headed for the court of kublai khan
in eastern china the journey took them more than three years they arrived in 1275 marco polo became a favorite of
the great khan and was sent on important missions all over the mongol empire marco and his father and uncle
served kublai khan for 17 years when they returned to venice in 1295 marco became the captain of a merchant
ship and was captured and imprisoned in genoa while in prison he and another prisoner who was a writer of
romances wrote the story of marco polo s adventures

“The” Travels of Marco Polo a Venetian in the Thirteenth Century
1931
the travels of marco polo volume i from marco polo italian merchant traveller from venice 1254 1324

The Travels of Marco Polo 2017-12-02
marco polo almost the first european man to reach the wonderful world of east asia the travels of marco polo is a
13th century travelogue written down by rustichello da pisa from stories told by marco polo when they where
emprisoned together in genoa describing polo s travels through asia persia china and indonesia between 1276 and
1291 and his experiences became at the court of the mongol leader kublai khan

The Travels of Marco Polo - Volume 1 1874
marco polo was 17 the first time he saw his father soon after he joined his father and uncle on a trip from marco s
hometown of venice italy to china in the 1200s that journey took several years and the three travelers faced many
hazards once he arrived marco impressed the country s powerful leader kublai khan enough to become an
ambassador and governor he spent years crisscrossing china then known as cathay in the khan s service he finally
returned home but a few years later he was imprisoned during a conflict between venice and genoa during his
imprisonment he wrote a book that described places and sights few europeans knew even existed and changed
their view of the world forever

The Travels of Marco Polo 2015-06-12
marco polo was twenty when he reached china in 1274 he spent another seventeen years living and working
directly for kublai khan genghis khan s grandson and the first emperor of the yuan dynasty it was customary for
senior imperial officials to live in households with several wives was marco polo any different or was he living in
celibacy while in china after the battle of hattin where salahadin the sultan of syria defeated the christian army he
conquered jerusalem many treasures from jerusalem were sent to the ruler of islam caliph of baghdad where they
were placed in the famous treasure tower there is no surprise that kublai khan enjoyed the company of christians
his mother sorkaktani was a christian she had a profound influence on her four sons career within mongol elites
especially on kublai and hulagu kublai conquered and united china and was elected the great khan of the mongol
empire while hulagu conquered persia and the islamic caliphate with its capital baghdad what happened to the
treasures of baghdad after the city was conquered by the mongols this is the quest that alex and nicole philipson
embark on when they come to the possession of an old chinese parchment written in latin they think the riddles in
the parchment will lead them to genghis khan s tomb in fact it will lead them to unexpected and astonishing
discoveries

The Story of Marco Polo 1902
rustichello da pisa was an italian romance writer best known for cowriting marco polo s autobiography while they
were in prison together in genoa marco polo september 15 1254 january 8 9 1324 was a venetian merchant
traveller whose travels are recorded in livres des merveilles du monde book of the marvels of the world also known
as the travels of marco polo c 1300 a book that introduced europeans to central asia and china

The Adventures of Marco Polo, the Great Traveler 2016-08-25

The Travels of Marco Polo II 2023

The Travels of Marco Polo Volume - II 1937



The Most Noble and Famous Travels of Marco Polo 1997

The World in the Time of Marco Polo 2018-02

The Story of Marco Polo (Classic Reprint) 2019-12-05

The Life and Times of Marco Polo 1928

The Travels of Marco Polo the Venetian 2015-05-15

The Travels of Marco Polo Volume I 1847

The Travels of Marco Polo 2017-10-21

The Travels of Marco Polo - Volume 2 1990

Journey of Marco Polo 1854

The Travels of Marco Polo, the Venetian 2013

Marco Polo 2014-07-26

The Guardians of Marco Polo 1958

The Travels of Marco Polo 2014-12-23

The Travels of Marco Polo - Complete
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